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plane  

system  

behind  

ran  

round  

boat  

game  

force  

brought  

understand  

warm  

common  

bring  

explain  

dry  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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plane ran game understand bring 

system round force warm explain 

behind boat brought common dry 
 

   

   

   

   

   

 

  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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plane ran game understand bring 

system round force warm explain 

behind boat brought common dry 
 

 

 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 
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behind   
 a machine that can fly 

boat   
 a way to do something 

bring   
 in back of 

brought   
 to have moved fast  

common   
 looks like a wheel 

dry   
 a small ship 

explain   
 something you play  

force   
 to make it work 

game   
 to carry before now 

plane   
 to know 

ran   
 not cold 

round   
 for every day use 

system   
 to carry  

understand   
 to use words to show  

warm   
 having no water  

 

 

Matching 
Directions:   Draw lines to match the words and meanings. 
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arwm I am __ __ __ __ when the sun is out.  

easntdunrd Do you __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ English? 

etssmy Use this __ __ __ __ __ __ to do your work. 

duorn The car wheels are  __ __ __ __ __.  

arn He __ __ __ very fast to the door.   

lpaen We fly on a __ __ __ __ __ to the city.  

meag 
Let us play my __ __ __ __ now.   

cefor Use __ __ __ __ __ to move a rock. 

laiexnp She will __ __ __ __ __ __ __ how to do it.  

rdy __ __ __ your hands and take away the water. 

omcomn We can eat in the __ __ __ __ __ __ room. 

ohbturg He __ __ __ __ __ __ __ a box the day before. 

gnrib __ __ __ __ __ the food to the table.  

taob The __ __ __ __ is on the sea.   

binehd Stand __ __ __ __ __ __ your friend in line. 
 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 
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plane ran game understand bring 

system round force warm explain 

behind boat brought common dry 
 

1.  The ________________________  moves in the air. 

2.  Use this ________________________ to add the numbers. 

3.  I cannot see the dog  ________________________ the tree.  

4.  The horse ________________________ very fast. 

5.  Draw a ________________________ head for the body. 

6.  A ________________________ is a little ship. 

7.  My friends and I will play a ________________________. 

8.  Do not ________________________ the dog to leave. 

9.  The man _______________________ a letter when he came. 

10.  Did you ________________________ what she said? 

11.  The sun makes the water ________________________. 

12.  We have the same books in ________________________. 

13.  I will ________________________ my book to school.  

14.  She will _______________________ how to write the letter. 

15.  I feel ________________________, and I need water. 
 

 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


